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Soils containing high amounts of organic carbon are often considered healthy and fertile, therefore,
beneficial for agricultural productivity. However, soils are also the largest contributors to greenhouse
gasses (GHGs) emissions. Under normal conditions (pre-industrial era), the outward GHG flux was
balanced by the photosynthesis flux; therefore, the net balance of terrestrial carbon was zero. Because of
climate change, extra GHGs in the atmosphere have disrupted this balance and caused the system to
behave in an unpredictable and non-linear manner. The effect of increased CO2 concentration in the
atmosphere can lead to increased photosynthesis; therefore, more plant biomass, but how this affects
carbon stocks in soils is highly uncertain. The positive feedback on climate change on photosynthesis often
characterizes soils as potential solutions to climate change. It has been popularized as more plant cover
would result in more carbon capture from the atmosphere. However, the scientific vigor of these ideas
remains elusive. For example, does an increase in photosynthesis also mean an increase in soil carbon
stocks? What if more carbon in soils means increased microbial respiration? In other words, more soil
carbon stocks, more microbes, more food they eat, more CO2 they produce; therefore, a potential solution
turned into a potential problem.
   
At the center of understanding these complex interactions in soils are the soil microorganisms, and they are
the key to understanding what controls organic matter decomposition. Improved knowledge of
biogeochemical processes affecting microbial decomposition is a much-needed advancement in soils. One
of the challenges in studying the decomposition of organic matter is the scale of processes. For example,
microbial activity occurs at the micron scale; however, observations are obtained at cm to meter scale. This
scale discrepancy has led to a mismatch between predictions and observations. In this thesis, I develop
theoretical frameworks that link the multiscale nature of biogeochemical processes and test the framework
using experiments on observed heat flows and CO2 from soil samples.
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Abstract
Soils contain more carbon (C) than terrestrial (above ground) and atmospheric carbon combined. Mismanagement of soil
C could lead to increased greenhouse gas emissions, whereas practices leading to increased C storage would help mitigate
climate change while improving soil fertility and ecological functions. At the center of these complex feedbacks, soil
microorganisms play a pivotal role in the cycling of C and nutrients, and thus in soil-climate interactions. However, this role
is not fully understood; therefore, developing new methods for studying their dynamics is essential for an understanding
of bio-physicochemical processes leading to mineralization or stabilization of soil organic matter (SOM).

Current soil C cycling models lack a robust upscaling approach that links SOM decomposition from process (μm) to
observation scale (cm to km). Moreover, these models often neglect energy fluxes from microbial metabolism, which
may provide additional constraints in model parameterization and alternative observable quantities such as heat dissipation
rate to study decomposition processes. In this doctoral work, I investigated two aspects of microbial processes and
their consequences for SOM dynamics: 1) use of energetics to constrain SOM dynamics by explicitly accounting for
thermodynamics of microbial growth, and 2) spatial constraints at microscale resulting from the non-uniform distribution
of microorganisms and substrates.

In the first part of the thesis, I developed a general mass and energy balance framework for the uptake of added
substrates and native SOM. This framework provided the theoretical underpinnings for understanding variations in the
calorespirometric ratios—the ratio of rates of heat dissipation to CO2 production—a useful metric used as a proxy for
microbial carbon-use efficiency (CUE). Moreover, in a follow-up work, I extended this mass-energy framework to describe
dynamic (time-varying) conditions, which was used to interpret rates of heat and CO2 evolution from different soils
amended with glucose. The dynamic mass-energy framework was also used as a tool for data-model integration and
estimation of microbial functional traits, such as their CUE and maximum substrate uptake rates. In the second part of the
thesis, I linked the micro and macroscale dynamics of decomposition using scale transition theory. The findings of this study
were further validated from laboratory experiments, in which spatial heterogeneity in the added substrate was manipulated.

Results from the first part show that the calorespirometric ratios can be used to identify active metabolic pathways and
to estimate CUE. Further, the heat dissipation rate can be used as a reliable complement or alternative to mass fluxes such
as respiration rates for estimating microbial traits and constraining model parameters. In the second part, I show that the
co-location of microorganisms and substrates increased, and separation decreased the microbial activity measured as heat
dissipation from the incubation experiment. These results were in line with the expectation from the scale transition theory.
In summary, this work provides novel approaches for studying soil C cycling and explicitly highlights a way forward to
address two fundamental issues in microbial decomposition—the role of spatial heterogeneities and of energetic constraints
on microbial metabolisms.
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Abstract 

Soils contain more carbon (C) than terrestrial (above ground) and atmospheric carbon 

combined. Mismanagement of soil C could lead to increased greenhouse gas emissions, 

whereas practices leading to increased C storage would help mitigate climate change while 

improving soil fertility and ecological functions. At the center of these complex feedbacks, soil 

microorganisms play a pivotal role in the cycling of C and nutrients, and thus in soil-climate 

interactions. However, this role is not fully understood; therefore, developing new methods for 

studying their dynamics is essential for an understanding of bio-physicochemical processes 

leading to mineralization or stabilization of soil organic matter (SOM).  

Current soil C cycling models lack a robust upscaling approach that links SOM 

decomposition from process (μm) to observation scale (cm to km). Moreover, these models 

often neglect energy fluxes from microbial metabolism, which may provide additional 

constraints in model parameterization and alternative observable quantities such as heat 

dissipation rate to study decomposition processes. In this doctoral work, I investigated two 

aspects of microbial processes and their consequences for SOM dynamics: 1) use of energetics 

to constrain SOM dynamics by explicitly accounting for thermodynamics of microbial growth, 

and 2) spatial constraints at microscale resulting from the non-uniform distribution of 

microorganisms and substrates.  

In the first part of the thesis, I developed a general mass and energy balance framework for 

the uptake of added substrates and native SOM. This framework provided the theoretical 

underpinnings for understanding variations in the calorespirometric ratios—the ratio of rates of 

heat dissipation to CO2 production—a useful metric used as a proxy for microbial carbon-use 

efficiency (CUE). Moreover, in a follow-up work, I extended this mass-energy framework to 

describe dynamic (time-varying) conditions, which was used to interpret rates of heat and CO2 

evolution from different soils amended with glucose. The dynamic mass-energy framework 

was also used as a tool for data-model integration and estimation of microbial functional traits, 

such as their CUE and maximum substrate uptake rates. In the second part of the thesis, I linked 

the micro and macroscale dynamics of decomposition using scale transition theory. The 

findings of this study were further validated from laboratory experiments, in which spatial 

heterogeneity in the added substrate was manipulated.  

Results from the first part show that the calorespirometric ratios can be used to identify 

active metabolic pathways and to estimate CUE. Further, the heat dissipation rate can be used 

as a reliable complement or alternative to mass fluxes such as respiration rates for estimating 

microbial traits and constraining model parameters. In the second part, I show that the co-

location of microorganisms and substrates increased, and separation decreased the microbial 

activity measured as heat dissipation from the incubation experiment. These results were in line 

with the expectation from the scale transition theory. In summary, this work provides novel 

approaches for studying soil C cycling and explicitly highlights a way forward to address two 

fundamental issues in microbial decomposition—the role of spatial heterogeneities and of 

energetic constraints on microbial metabolisms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Sammanfattning 

Jordar innehåller mer kol (C) än markbundet (ovan jord) och atmosfäriskt kol tillsammans. 

Dålig hantering av C i jord kan leda till ökade utsläpp av växthusgaser, medan 

hanteringsmetoder som leder till ökad C-lagring skulle bidra till att mildra klimatförändringar 

och samtidigt förbättra markens bördighet och ekologiska funktioner. Vad gäller dessa 

komplexa återkopplingar spelar mikroorganismer i jord en avgörande roll för kretslopp av C 

och näringsämnen, och därmed för jord-klimatinteraktioner. Denna roll är dock inte helt 

klarlagd; utveckling av nya metoder för att studera deras dynamik är därför nödvändiga för att 

förstå biofysiska och kemiska processer som mineraliserar eller stabiliserar organiskt material 

i jord (soil organic matter; SOM). 

Nuvarande kretsloppsmodeller för C i jord saknar en robust uppskalningsmetod som 

kopplar SOM-nedbrytning från process- (μm) till observationsskala (cm till km). Dessutom 

försummar dessa modeller ofta energiflöden från mikrobiell metabolism, vilket kan ge 

ytterligare begränsningar i modellparameterisering och alternativa observerbara kvantiteter 

såsom värmeavledningshastighet för studier av nedbrytningsprocesser. I denna 

doktorsavhandling undersökte jag två aspekter av mikrobiella processer och deras 

konsekvenser för SOM-dynamik: 1) användning av energetik för att begränsa SOM-dynamik 

genom att explicit beakta termodynamiken för mikrobiell tillväxt, och 2) rumsliga 

begränsningar i mikroskala som härrör från den icke-uniforma fördelningen av 

mikroorganismer och substrat. 

I den första delen av avhandlingen utvecklade jag ett generellt mass- och 

energibalansramverk för upptag av tillsatta substrat och naturligt förekommande SOM. Detta 

ramverk gav den teoretiska grunden för att förstå variationer i de kalorespirometriska kvoterna 

- kvoten mellan värmeavledningshastighet och CO2-produktion - ett användbart mått som proxy 

för mikrobiell kolanvändningseffektivitet (carbon-use efficiency; CUE). Dessutom, i ett 

uppföljningsarbete, utökade jag detta massa-energiramverk för att beskriva dynamiska 

(tidsvarierande) förhållanden, och använde det för att tolka värme- och CO2-

utvecklingshastigheter från olika jordar som modifierats med glukos. Det dynamiska massa-

energiramverket användes också som ett verktyg för data-modellintegrering och uppskattning 

av mikrobiella funktionella egenskaper, såsom deras CUE och maximala 

substratupptagningshastigheter. I den andra delen av avhandlingen kopplade jag samman 

mikro- och makroskalans dynamik av nedbrytning med hjälp av skalövergångsteori. Resultaten 

av denna studie validerades ytterligare genom laboratorieexperiment, där rumslig heterogenitet 

i det tillsatta substratet manipulerades. 

Resultat från den första delen visar att de kalorespirometriska förhållandena kan användas 

för att identifiera aktiva metaboliska reaktionsvägar och för att uppskatta CUE. Vidare kan 

värmeavledningshastigheten användas som ett tillförlitligt komplement eller alternativ till 

massflöden såsom respirationshastigheter för att uppskatta mikrobiella egenskaper och 

begränsa modellparametrar. I den andra delen visar jag att samlokaliseringen av 

mikroorganismer och substrat ökade, och separation minskade den mikrobiella aktiviteten mätt 

som värmeavledning från inkubationsexperimentet. Dessa resultat var i linje med 

förväntningarna från skalövergångsteorin. Sammanfattningsvis tillhandahåller detta arbete nya 

tillvägagångssätt för att studera markens C-kretslopp och belyser explicit en väg framåt för att 

adressera två grundläggande frågor i mikrobiell nedbrytning - betydelsen av rumsliga 

heterogeniteter och av energibegränsningar för mikrobiell metabolism. 
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Symbols and Abbreviations   

B  Biomass 

C Carbon 

CR Calorespirometric ratio 

CUE Carbon use efficiency 

D Decomposition rate 

DR Degree of reduction 

HOT Higher order terms 

HT Thornton constant 

IMM Inverse Michaelis-Menten decomposition model 

M Multiplicative decomposition model 

MFA Mean field approximation 

MM Michaelis-Menten decomposition model 

MM Michaelis-Menten  

OM Organic matter 

R or 𝑟𝐶𝑂2   Respiration rate 

r2 Coefficient of determination 

rmse Root mean square error 

S Substrate 

SGR Specific growth rate 

SOM Soil organic matter 

𝛾𝑆  Degree of reduction of substrate  

𝛾𝐵  Degree of reduction of biomass  

Δ𝐻  Enthalpy change  

[… ]̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  Averaging operator 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background  

The thin layer of soil covering the Earth's surface provides the medium for all terrestrial life. It 

contributes to many ecosystem services such as crop production, nutrient cycling, habitat for 

micro and macro organisms, water purification, a foundation for infrastructure, etc. In addition, 

soils harbor immense biodiversity, which becomes clear from the fact that a tablespoon of soil 

contains more than a billion microorganisms of such as bacteria, fungi. These microorganisms 

recycle most incoming carbon (C) from plant residues, litter, or dead animals and build up soil 

C stocks. By feeding upon and contributing to the stabilization of dead organic material, soil 

microbes have promoted the accumulation of global soil C stocks of approximately 2800 PgC 

(at 0-3 m depth), which is more than plants (450-650 PgC) and the atmosphere (~826 PgC) 

combined (Canadell et al., 2021; Jackson et al., 2017).  

The potential of soils to sequester C via increased photosynthesis and subsequent soil 

organic matter (SOM) stabilization makes soils important actors for mitigating climate change. 

Although the net global land C fluxes; i.e., the gross primary production minus total respiration 

(auto- and heterotrophic), make the terrestrial ecosystem a sink of C, the net land C flux remains 

highly uncertain in future warming scenarios because different components of the terrestrial 

ecosystems respond variably to climate change (Ciais et al., 2014; Keenan and Williams, 2018). 

Moreover, the one-third proportion of global soil C (~1014 PgC from Mishra et al. (2021)) 

locked in the permafrost is often characterized as a ticking time bomb because, in the case of 

extensive permafrost thaw, this C can potentially be released into the atmosphere in the forms 

of methane and CO2 further accelerating climate change (Keuper et al., 2020; Turetsky et al., 

2019; Biskaborn et al., 2019; Koven et al., 2011). Due to the significance of ecosystem services 

soil provides to humankind and its positive/negative feedback to climate change, a better 

understanding of biogeochemical processes governing the fate of C and nutrients in soils is 

crucial for identifying best practices for ecosystem management.  

Defining practices that promote C storage is difficult because soils are complex systems, 

and a range of physical, chemical, and biological factors interact to regulate soil C cycling. 

Process-based models are developed to disentangle the roles of these factors and predict how 

climate and land use affect soil C. The performance and accuracy of the Earth system or land 

surface models of global soil C stocks and fluxes depend on the robust parameterization and 

mathematical representation of biogeochemical processes. These models often perform better 

predicting atmospheric physical and chemical variables such as precipitation and temperature 

but fail to reproduce observed soil C stocks (Prentice et al., 2015; Todd-Brown et al., 2013). A 

key challenge in improving the global C fluxes is the spatial scale mismatch between the model 

resolution and the process scale (Wieder et al., 2015). Moreover, new metrics for better 

describing OM chemical characteristics, such as its degree of reduction, have been proposed to 

strongly regulate its decomposition (LaRowe and Van Cappellen, 2011; Garayburu-Caruso et 

al., 2020). Including such metrics requires a thermodynamic description of OM decomposition; 

however, soil C cycling models often lack the energy balance equations. Integrating mass and 

energy fluxes has the potential to constrain the model structure and estimate parameters better.  
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Soils show varying spatial structure at all scales from nano (spatial arrangement of minerals 

(DeLeo et al., 1997; Herrmann et al., 2007; Hapca et al., 2015)) to micro (spatial arrangement 

of pores, aggregates, organic matter (OM) (Rawlins et al., 2016; Wildenschild and Sheppard, 

2013; Nunan et al., 2006)), centimeter (spatial arrangement of micro to macropores, roots 

(Kuzyakov and Razavi, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020)), pedon (vertical stratification (Jobbágy and 

Jackson, 2000)), landscape and up to continental-scale (varying soil type, land use, climate (Sun 

et al., 2020; Eglinton et al., 2021; Yi et al., 2018)). Different factors affect the dynamics of OM 

differently at varying spatial scales. For example, at the landscape scale, soil texture, 

mineralogy, and land-use practices; at the plot scale (meter), the farming practices and plant 

species; at the process scale (micron to cm), soil microhabitat drive the soil C storage (Dignac 

et al., 2017). Missing the different processes occurring at different scales in soil biogeochemical 

models can lead to erroneous results because model formulations can be scale-specific and thus 

not directly applicable across scales. 

Soil C cycling has traditionally been studied using mass-based fluxes such as the amount 

of CO2 respired per unit time, but recycling of SOM also exchanges energy fluxes as heat and 

entropy with the surrounding environment. The thermodynamic description of decomposition 

processes in soil C cycling has often been hindered by methodological limitations to measure 

energy fluxes and the lack of theoretical frameworks to explain the observations. However, in 

the last decade, with the advent of tabletop isothermal and bomb calorimeters, measurements 

of heats fluxes and energetic content of OM have been regularly performed in soil systems 

(Williams and Plante, 2018; Herrmann et al., 2014; Barros et al., 2007). The use of energy 

fluxes for studying microbial processes in soils is still a progressing field. Many authors use 

heat fluxes as a complementary method to assess microbial metabolism (Braissant et al., 2010; 

Maskow and Paufler, 2015); however, some authors have combined the respiration and heat 

fluxes to obtain more detailed information on microbial traits such as microbial CUE (Wadsö 

and Hansen, 2015; Geyer et al., 2019). In turn, CUE and other microbial traits represent 

valuable information in mathematical models, potentially improving model prediction capacity. 

In this doctoral thesis, I take a bottom-up approach and start from the premise that improved 

predictions of the C fluxes rely on a better understanding of microscale biogeochemistry and a 

robust upscaling approach that links small- and large-scale processes. Therefore, I focus on 

mechanisms related to the recycling of SOM at the process scale, i.e., micro to cm scale. At this 

scale, Schimel (2021) described C cycling in soils as the result of a ‘Democracy of Dirt’, in 

which there are three “political parties”—microorganisms, mineral particles, and organic C—

these parties together shape the fate of SOM and control the biogeochemical processes. In a 

soil democracy, microorganisms are at the center of it, controlling carbon and energy exchanges 

with OM and minerals. Here, I focus on how these mass and energy fluxes are linked with each 

other. Specifically, this thesis is motivated by two broad questions: i) does the spatial location 

of microorganisms and organic C matter in predicting C fluxes, ii) what are the energetic 

constraints to growth? 

1.2. Thermodynamics and spatial heterogeneities 

1.2.1. Microbial cells as open thermodynamic systems and the 

energetics of growth 

According to the second law of thermodynamics, the entropy of an isolated system tends to 

increase in the direction of spontaneous change (Atkins and De Paula, 2011). Since entropy is 

a measure of disorder in the system, the second law suggests an increase of disorder in the 
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direction of spontaneous change. Open systems can have reduced entropy by exchanging matter 

and energy with its surrounding at the expanse of increased entropy of their surroundings. In 

other words, an open system can achieve order out of disorder. All organisms, including 

microorganisms, are examples of open systems that continuously exploit fluxes of C and 

nutrients from their surrounding environment to create highly ordered cell structures; however, 

they are also continuously dissipating material and energy, increasing the disorder of their 

surrounding environment. This allows the treatment of microorganisms as biological engines 

which can be subjected to non-equilibrium thermodynamic principles (Figure 1). 

 

 

  

Figure 1. Microbial cell as an open thermodynamic system (dashed red line) that exchanges mass and 

energy with its surrounding environment (soil in this work). Arrows represent the partitioning of C and 

energy flows into catabolic and anabolic processes. 

From the thermodynamic theory of microbial growth (Prigogine, 1967; Schneider and Kay, 

1994; von Stockar and Liu, 1999; Von Stockar et al., 2006; Westerhoff et al., 1982), the driving 

force for microbial metabolism, i.e., the rate of the Gibbs energy dissipation has two parts—

enthalpic and entropic. The enthalpic part of the Gibbs energy is dissipated as heat from the 

system, and the entropic part reflects the transfer of chemical entropy to the environment. The 

heat exchanged by microorganisms during metabolism can be measured using 

microcalorimeters and provides a proxy for microbial metabolic rate.  The decomposition of 

OM by microorganisms or microbial growth per se is mostly an exergonic and, in a few cases, 

an endergonic process that dissipates heat and entropy (von Stockar and Liu, 1999; Von Stockar 

et al., 2006).  

The energy requirements of microbial growth are often calculated by dividing growth into 

catabolic and anabolic processes. Specifically, during growth, microorganisms catabolize OM 

by coupling its oxidation to the reduction of electron acceptors available from the environment. 

The Gibbs energy released from catabolism is used for cell functioning. A fraction of this 

energy is used for maintaining and producing more cells (anabolism), while the rest is dissipated 
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into the environment (McCarty, 2007; Smeaton and Van Cappellen, 2018) (Figure 1). The 

parameter controlling the partition of energy into catabolism and anabolism is referred to as 

thermodynamic efficiency. It has been proposed that microorganisms have evolved to operate 

under optimal thermodynamic efficiency by maximizing power production (Westerhoff et al., 

1983; Gommers et al., 1988). Based on linear energy converter theory, von Stockar et al. (2008) 

showed that when there is perfect coupling between catabolism and anabolism, the 

thermodynamic efficiency becomes one, and the power production goes to zero resulting in an 

equilibrium state of the system. Therefore, for growth to occur, a trade-off between growth rate 

and efficiency should exist. This idea that energy fluxes are intrinsically related to microbial 

functioning and their efficiency has far-reaching applications. From a thermodynamic 

perspective, energy spilling mechanisms such as maintenance, overflow respiration, futile 

cycles become a necessity to dissipate energy to operate under optimal growth efficiency and 

rates (Russell and Cook, 1995; Westerhoff et al., 1983).  Moreover, thermodynamic constraints 

are used to estimate microbial traits (Payne, 1970; Roels, 1980; Stouthamer, 1977) and to 

explain the microbial community diversity (Seto and Iwasa, 2020), as well as the coexistence 

and cooperation of microbes competing for the same resources (Großkopf and Soyer, 2016; 

Pfeiffer et al., 2001).  

The early applications of thermodynamic principles of metabolism from biotechnology 

were used to estimate microbial growth parameters such as carbon-use efficiency and maximum 

growth rate (Heijnen and Kleerebezem, 2010; Gommers et al., 1988; González-Cabaleiro et al., 

2021). The idea that the average number of electrons available in an organic compound is 

related to microbial growth yield was proposed in the 1960s (Gunsalus and Shuster, 1961), 

which was later termed as the degree of reduction (DR) by Mayberry et al. (1967). Later, Roels 

(1980) provided a macroscopic description of aerobic/anaerobic growth and empirical 

correction factors to constrain the upper limit of CUE based on DR of OM. Heijnen and Dijken 

(1992) suggested the change in Gibbs energy of microbial growth reaction as a robust quantity 

that is invariant across many metabolisms. Their empirical correlation relating DR of OM, 

number of C atoms in OM, and the change in Gibbs energy of microbial growth reaction to 

estimate microbial CUE has been recently updated and applied (Smeaton and Van Cappellen, 

2018; Song et al., 2020). Moreover, new kinetic rate laws are being developed to explicitly 

account for the non-equilibrium nature of microbial growth and energy requirements (LaRowe 

et al., 2012; Jin and Bethke, 2003; Desmond-Le Quéméner and Bouchez, 2014).  

1.2.2. Spatial heterogeneity in soil biogeochemical processes 

The non-uniform spatial distribution of solid material, water and air phases, OM, and living 

organisms make soils highly complex and heterogeneous systems. Moreover, this 

heterogeneous structure is dynamic and continuously changing due to water flow, growing 

roots, micro and macro faunal activity, fungal hyphae network development, earthworm burrow 

formation (bioturbation). For example, root hairs are hot zones of microbial activity because of 

the exudation process (Kuzyakov and Blagodatskaya, 2015). All these factors contribute to the 

patchy distribution of SOM as well as microorganisms.  

Since new microscale imaging technologies (e.g., X-ray, micro-CT, NanoSims) have 

become available, the capabilities of studying the soil microhabitat have greatly enhanced 

(Baveye et al., 2018; Blunt et al., 2013). For example, X-ray CT is routinely applied at mm to 

cm-scale soil core samples to obtain pore network structure, which can further be analyzed to 

retrieve statistical parameters that may relate soil structure to hydraulic properties such as 

permeability or hydraulic conductivity (Rabot et al., 2018; Wildenschild and Sheppard, 2013). 
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The inclusion of microscale features obtained from pore space used to link soil structure to 

pedotransfer functions has improved the local partitioning of water fluxes into infiltration and 

runoff (Fatichi et al., 2020). However, applications of these techniques to soil biogeochemical 

processes have lagged behind.  

Some authors have combined the use of X-ray CT with other imaging tools, such as infrared 

spectroscopy, neutron imaging, scanning electron microscopy, and fluorescence microscopy, 

to obtain the spatial distribution of either OM or bacterial populations (Lucas et al., 2020; 

Koestel et al., 2021; Baveye et al., 2018; Juyal et al., 2019). Although much work has been 

done to visualize living or dead OM at the microscale, only a few studies relate to how this 

highly heterogeneous distribution affects microbial function. For example, Rawlins et al. (2016) 

found a weak correlation between the spatial distribution of OM and heterotrophic respiration 

based on probabilities of transition of a voxel from OM to pore computed from X-ray CT 

images. However, other laboratory experiments suggest strong control of spatial separation or 

co-location between decomposers and substrate on OM decomposition (Pinheiro et al., 2015; 

Chenu et al., 2001; Dechesne et al., 2010; Schlüter et al., 2018; Don et al., 2013). Furthermore, 

modeling studies using spatially explicit models with heterogeneous distribution of either OM 

or microorganisms corroborate the hypothesis that decomposition potential reduces as the 

distance between decomposers and substrate increases compared to a homogeneous well-mixed 

system (Pagel et al., 2020; Falconer et al., 2015; Vogel et al., 2015; Babey et al., 2017). 

1.3. Modeling of soil C cycling 

The decomposition of SOM is a complex phenomenon and is controlled by both biotic and 

abiotic factors. Mathematically, these complex processes are defined using kinetic laws relating 

C stocks to their rates of decomposition. Over the past 90 years, soil C cycling models have 

become more complex with the increasing number of pools to represent degrading SOM using 

microbial implicit or explicit kinetics and rate modifiers accounting for temperature and 

moisture sensitivities (Manzoni and Porporato, 2009; Sierra and Muller, 2015; Andrén and 

Kätterer, 1997). In the last 20 years, an increased appreciation of the role of microorganisms in 

degrading SOM has led to the development of microbial-explicit kinetics laws, which account 

for microbial activity by adding C pools representing microbial biomass and extracellular 

enzymes (Manzoni and Porporato, 2007; Schimel and Weintraub, 2003; Abramoff et al., 2018; 

Waring et al., 2020; Sainte-Marie et al., 2021; Schimel, 2001; Kaiser et al., 2014). While the 

most recent models provide a better representation of the biogeochemical processes, 

constraining and parametrizing them based on available observations have become increasingly 

challenging (Wieder et al., 2018, 2015; Vogel et al., 2018; Tang and Zhuang, 2008; Todd-

Brown et al., 2013, 2014; Marschmann et al., 2019; Fatichi et al., 2019).  

Historically, first-order (linear) models were developed to explain the loss of SOM from 

agricultural soils. Under these conditions (dominant SOM loss, long-term perspective), 

microscale processes can be ignored. As a result, these models could not describe fine-scale C 

stock variations. In contrast, microbial explicit (nonlinear) models derived from enzyme 

kinetics, when applied to macroscale (cm to km) without proper scaling, have led to unrealistic 

temporal oscillations despite being theoretically more sound (Wieder et al., 2015; Wang et al., 

2014). A comparison of microbial implicit vs. explicit models in Earth system models by 

Wieder et al. (2018) suggests that soil models may result in similar initial soil C estimates; 

however, future projection of heterotrophic respiration and the relation between mean annual 

soil moisture and temperature with the turnover time of soil C remains highly uncertain. Since 

most soil C cycling models do not account for spatial heterogeneity and assume soils are well-
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mixed systems, these uncertainties are often attributed to the heterogeneity of soil structure 

resulting from the non-uniform spatial distribution of water, SOM as well as microorganisms 

(Fatichi et al., 2020). 

The chemical nature of SOM is another cause of disparity among models. In most models, 

SOM is divided into different pools based on their turnover time. For example, the active, slow, 

and passive pools in the ORCHIDEE-SOM model are conceptual pools based on the older 

Century model (Camino-Serrano et al., 2018). The long practice of representing SOM as pools 

is a major source of difference in model structure which is one of the main obstacles in 

advancing soil C cycling models. The pool based model structure also affects the representation 

of temperature and moisture rate modifiers creating another layer of uncertainty in predicting 

C fluxes (Wieder et al., 2018). An emerging view on the SOM decomposition proposed by 

Lehmann and Kleber (2015) suggests a progressive transformation of plant material to large 

and small polymers and then to monomers. According to this view, SOM can be characterized 

based on its molecular diversity, which provides an opportunity to develop integrated 

mechanistic frameworks that include thermodynamic and appropriate kinetic laws along with 

microscale heterogeneities (Song et al., 2020; Weng et al., 2021). Such models will constitute 

the next frontier in soil C cycling modeling.  

In a different approach to model microbial processes, some authors have taken a cellular 

automata approach, in which microorganisms are characterized as individuals with fixed or 

varying traits (Kaiser et al., 2014; Masse et al., 2007; Hellweger et al., 2016; Araujo Granda et 

al., 2016). Traits are defined as surrogate parameters to study organismal performance (Violle 

et al., 2007). For example, microbial CUE controls how efficiently microbes convert the OM 

into more microbial biomass or, in other words, the fractions of C used in growth vs. respiration. 

The concept of traits-based approaches to study organismal performance is widely used in 

ecology; however, linking traits to function is challenging. In soil science, trait-based 

approaches are emerging to link trade-offs in microbial community diversity to their 

biogeochemical functions of soils (Allison, 2012; Malik et al., 2020). Moreover, functional 

traits such as CUE or maximum growth rate can be directly used as model parameters, though 

interpreting traits at the microbial community scale at which most models are developed 

remains an open question. Therefore, new methods to assess these traits can be useful to 

parametrize soil C cycling models better.  

In the following two sections, I briefly review the literature on modeling microbial energetics 

and upscaling of soil C cycling models, which represent the starting point for my thesis. 

1.3.1. Modeling of microbial energetics in soil science 

The use of energy (heat) flows to characterize C cycling in soils is still in its infancy. Although 

the use of heat dissipation as a measure of microbial viability has been performed regularly 

(Plante et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2012; Herrmann et al., 2014; Barré et al., 2016; Bölscher et 

al., 2016; Barros Pena, 2018), its integration with mass fluxes has rarely been done (Barros et 

al., 2015; Wadsö and Hansen, 2015; Arnholdt-Schmitt et al., 2016; Boye et al., 2018; Herrmann 

and Bölscher, 2015). Previous work on integrating energy and mass fluxes suggests that the 

ratio of the rate of heat dissipation and CO2 production—known as calorespirometric ratio 

(CR)—can be related to microbial traits such as CUE and can thus help identify metabolism 

pathways (Hansen et al., 2004; Geyer et al., 2019). For example, under aerobic conditions, the 

complete oxidation of 1 C mol of glucose releases 1 mol CO2 and approximately 469 kJ/C mol 

glucose of heat; therefore, the CR is 469 kJ/C mol CO2. Deviations from this value are attributed 

to the presence of other metabolic pathways of glucose consumption, thereby requiring an 
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improved energetic framework that accounts for different metabolisms (Boye et al., 2018; 

Herrmann and Bölscher, 2015). 

Furthermore, there has been no application of dynamic mass and energy balance models to 

fit the observed heat dissipation measurements from soils to obtain microbial community traits, 

e.g., maximum substrate uptake rate, mortality rate. With this motivation, I apply the 

thermodynamic theory to develop an integrated modeling framework to link mass and energy 

fluxes that can help complement direct empirical methods for estimating microbial traits and 

studying microbial metabolism. This objective is mainly achieved in Papers I and II (Figure 2). 

1.3.2. Upscaling in biogeochemical modeling  

The ultimate aim of studying microscale biogeochemical processes is to better parametrize the 

large-scale soil C cycling models to improve the prediction of C fluxes. To do this, an upscaling 

mechanism is needed to link microscale processes to microscale. The common upscaling 

approaches based on volume averaging and homogenization methods were used in hydrology 

and hydrogeology to derive Darcy-scale water flow equations with some extensions to solute 

transport (Gray et al., 2013; Heße et al., 2009; Meile and Tuncay, 2006; Dentz et al., 2011; 

Raeini et al., 2012; Lugo-Méndez et al., 2015; Porter et al., 2011; Jung and Meile, 2019). 

Applying these methods is challenging because of no universally accepted soil C cycling model 

and limited information on the spatial heterogeneity at the processes scales relevant for 

microbial function (sub-pore scale).  

In this thesis, I take an approach similar to volume averaging to scale up microscale 

decomposition kinetics (micron) to macroscale (mm to cm) using scale transition theory (see 

Figure 2). Previously, scale transition theory has been used in ecology to scale up predator-prey 

dynamics in spatially heterogeneous domains (Melbourne and Chesson, 2006; Bergström et al., 

2006; Englund and Leonardsson, 2008; Chesson, 2012; Barraquand and Murrell, 2013). This 

work is motivated by the need for a generic framework to account for microscale 

heterogeneities of OM and its decomposers. To separate the effects of spatial variation in the 

quality of OM and microbial community, here I focus only on the non-uniform spatial 

distribution of the amount of OM and microorganisms. More details on how spatially varying 

OM quality affects decomposition can be found in Paper III. Furthermore, in Paper IV, we 

designed incubation experiments to test the predictions of scale transition theory on the effect 

of non-uniform substrate distribution on microbial activity.  

1.4. Aims and organization of this thesis 

This thesis advances soil C cycling modeling by coupling energy and mass balances to study 

microbial metabolism and OM decomposition and by developing an upscaling approach to 

study how spatially heterogeneous distributions of OM and microorganisms affect 

decomposition kinetics. These methodological advances are leveraged to test two overarching 

hypotheses, 

HP1: Energy fluxes measured as heat dissipation rates alone or combined with mass fluxes 

measured as respiration rates can provide information on microbial traits at the community level 

(Papers I and II) 

HP2: Because of the spatial heterogeneity in OM and microorganisms, the relation between 

fluxes and stocks given by kinetic laws is different across spatial scales. Therefore, the same 

amount of C may result in varying fluxes of CO2 or heat depending on how it is spatially 
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distributed. Conversely, if homogenization processes such as diffusion are allowed, 

homogeneous and heterogeneous microbial activities should be similar. (Papers III and IV) 

 

My specific objectives are:  

1. To demonstrate how mass and energy balance can be used in studying microbial 

decomposition and to quantify microbial traits such as C-use efficiency (Paper I and II) 

2. To quantify the effects of spatial heterogeneity in soil C cycling using scale transition 

theory (Paper III) 

3. To demonstrate the effects of spatial heterogeneity and test predictions from scale 

transition theory using heat flux measurements (Paper IV) 

 

In this thesis, I start with a generic representation of mass and energy fluxes at the 

microscale and then use scale transition theory to scale up these fluxes at the macroscale. Then, 

I used data published in the literature and generated in this work to test hypotheses HP1 and 

HP2 based on theoretical frameworks. Lastly, I summarize the results and reflect on the outlook 

and implications of this work for future advancements in soil science. Papers I-IV provide a 

detailed presentation of methods and results. 

 

 

Figure 2. Organization of the thesis. Gray boxes indicate thesis sections focusing on theory development 

(Paper I and II), and orange boxes indicate sections on theory testing or application (Paper II and IV). 

The green and blue boxes highlight sections developing the rationale and testing my two main 

hypotheses. Results from these papers are put in a broad context of advancing modeling of soil C cycling 

in the outlook. 
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2. Theory and Methods 

2.1. Coupled mass and energy balances in soil C cycling 
models 

Here, the modeling schemes used in Papers I–III are summarized. I start from a microscale 

description of microbially mediated decomposition of a known substrate, e.g., glucose. For 

simplicity, substrate and microorganisms are considered two separate and spatially lumped 

pools characterized by their C contents. The decomposition process can be considered as a 

chemical reaction; therefore, kinetic and thermodynamic principles can be used to study the 

rate of reaction and the rate of heat dissipation (Figure 3). If the uptake rate of substrate is 

denoted by D and microbial C use efficiency by CUE, then the rate of microbial growth is given 

by CUE × D and the rate of respiration by rCO2 = (1 − CUE) × 𝐷. Since every chemical 

reaction has an associated enthalpy change, the rate of heat dissipation can be estimated by 

multiplying the reaction rate with the change in enthalpy of the reaction. Therefore, if the 

change in enthalpy is Δ𝐻, the rate of heat dissipation is given by 𝑟q = Δ𝐻 × 𝐷.   

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic of an integrated mass and energy balance framework that links CO2 and heat fluxes 

to microbial traits such as carbon-use efficiency (CUE). Microorganisms (carbon content 𝐶𝐵 and degree 

of reduction 𝛾𝐵 = 4.2) decompose the substrate (carbon content 𝐶𝑆 and degree of reduction 𝛾𝑆 = 4 for 

glucose) at rate 𝐷 and respire 𝐶𝑂2 and dissipate heat at rates 𝑟𝐶𝑂2  and 𝑟𝑞 , respectively. The 

macrochemical metabolic equation represents aerobic growth on 1 C mol of glucose and depends on 

the change in enthalpy of reaction 𝛥𝐻, which is calculated using Thornton’s rule (Thornton, 1917).  𝐻𝑇 

is Thornton’s coefficient.  
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The calculation of the change in enthalpy of the metabolic reaction is often performed by 

splitting the growth process into catabolic and anabolic parts (Battley, 2009; Kleerebezem and 

Van Loosdrecht, 2010). Both parts are further treated as separate reactions, and the changes in 

enthalpies of each reaction are calculated using Hess’s law, which requires the knowledge of 

reactants and products involved in the chemical reactions. For illustration, here I am assuming 

aerobic decomposition of glucose as the substrate, and only CO2 is formed as a waste product 

of decomposition. Under aerobic conditions, the change in enthalpy of a reaction can be 

estimated using Thornton’s rule; i.e., the enthalpy change is proportional to the amount of 

oxygen utilized, and the proportionality constant is Thornton’s coefficient (𝐻𝑇). The amount 

of oxygen used in an aerobic reaction can be obtained either by elemental or electron balance. 

For complex metabolic reactions involving simultaneous aerobic/anaerobic reactions, heat 

dissipation rate is calculated by accounting for the change in enthalpy of the individual reactions 

as discussed in detail in Paper I. Furthermore, in Paper I, I also accounted for the native SOM 

and substrate other glucose, but not in the simplified theory presentation here (Figure 3).  

Using the mass and energy balances in Paper I, I proposed a framework that links CR to 

microbial CUE.  The range of variation of CR reflects variations in microbial metabolism; 

therefore, I use this framework to explore how metabolic pathways of glucose decomposition 

vary under aerobic and fermentative conditions. Mathematical details of the bioenergetic 

framework are described in detail in section 2 of Paper I. It is important to emphasize that this 

first work focused on C and energy flow rates (and thus CR) at a given time point, neglecting 

the temporal progression of C and energy after addition of the substrate—this dynamic 

component is added in Paper II.  

In Paper II, I developed a hierarchy of coupled mass and energy balance dynamic models, 

driven by the kinetics of short and long-term microbial activities. I used these models to 

estimate microbial traits by fitting the models to the observed heat dissipation and respiration 

rates. Specifically, calibration and validation analyses were designed to test which observation 

(heat or respiration) would be best suited for estimating traits such as CUE, maximum substrate 

uptake rate, mortality rate, half-saturation constant, and initial microbial C (Table 1). Moreover, 

I tested if models can predict the temporal variation in CR. In this thesis, I have only included 

the results of model fitting and estimated values of CUE from three approaches. Mathematical 

details of dynamic models and the rest of the results are described in Paper II. 

 

Table 1 Data sources used in calibration and validation (see description of the data in section 

4.3) 

Parametrization 

approach 

Calibration Validation Estimated parameters* 

A 
Heat dissipation 

rates 
Respiration rates 

Carbon-use efficiency 

(CUE), maximum 

substrate uptake rate 

(𝑘𝑠), half-saturation 

constant (𝐾𝑀𝑀), 

mortality constant (𝑘𝑑), 

and initial biomass (𝐶𝐵0) 

B Respiration rates Heat dissipation rates 

C 
Heat dissipation and 

respiration rates 

Assumed to provide 

‘best’ estimates of 

microbial traits; 

not validated 

* Only CUE is reported in this thesis. 𝐾𝑀𝑀 is denoted as 𝐾𝑀1 in Paper II.  
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2.2. Upscaling: scale transition theory and numerical 
averaging 

To account for microscale heterogeneities in soil C cycling models, I use the scale transition 

theory (STT) that links microscale to macroscale kinetics (Chesson, 2012; Englund and 

Leonardsson, 2008). Conceptually, microscale can be defined as the smallest spatial scale at 

which there is no spatial variation in the state variables (e.g., C concentration within a single 

voxel of soil structure ~10μ), so that conditions are well-mixed. The macroscale is a scale larger 

than microscale where the spatial variation exists (e.g., C concentration within the entire pore 

structure, mm-cm scale). The kinetics at the macroscale are spatial averages of the kinetics at 

the microscale. Therefore, mathematically, STT is equivalent to finding the average of a 

function. If this function, such as 𝐷 (for the decomposition rate), depends on an independent 

variable (x), and the functional relation between 𝐷 and 𝑥 is known, then the average value of D 

can be calculated as the expected value and denoted by �̅�. In this thesis, I am interested in the 

spatial variation, thus, �̅� is averaged over space. An exact calculation of �̅� requires knowledge 

of the probability density function of x, describing how it varies around its means value.  

In systems where the full description of the probability density function of x is not known, 

and only first and second order sample moments of x are available, the expected value of D is 

approximated by calculating D at the average of x; i.e., 𝐷(𝑥)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = 𝐷(�̅�) — this approach is 

referred to as the mean-field approximation (MFA). The STT provides an analytical method to 

calculate approximately �̅� by knowing the first and second order moments of 𝑥 (i.e., spatial 

variance, covariance), the higher order terms (HOT) for a more accurate approximation, and 

the local relation between 𝐷 and 𝑥. A general form of �̅� can be written as 

 

  𝐷(𝑥)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ≈ 𝐷(�̅�)⏟
1

+
1

2

d2𝐷(𝑥)

d𝑥2
|
�̅�
var(𝑥)

⏟          
2

+ HOT, (1) 

where the first term 𝐷(�̅�) is the MFA of 𝐷(𝑥)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, the second and third terms are the second and 

higher order moments accounting for variation in x, and var(𝑥) represents the spatial variance 

of x. Depending upon the functional relation between 𝐷 and 𝑥, �̅� can be lower, equal to, or 

higher than the MFA. Figure 4 demonstrates that with a linear relation between D and x the 

MFA yields an exact spatially averaged rate. In contrast, with a saturating relation (such as 

those implemented in most microbial-explicit models), the spatially mean D is lower than the 

value of D calculated at the average x.  

In the context of soil C cycling, D represents a kinetic function relating decomposition rate 

to substrate concentration (x). Most soil C cycling models are based on empirical data collected 

at soil core scale (which already ignores microscale details) and by fitting either a linear or 

nonlinear function to find a relationship between the rate of decomposition and the substrate C 

or microbial C. Since the C concentrations are already averages at the soil core scale, these 

models implicitly assume a well-mixed medium and are based on the MFA principle. The 

parameters obtained from such fitting are often used in large-scale models without any regard 

to microscale heterogeneities. As a first step, in Paper III, I apply the STT to obtain macroscale 

kinetics for four commonly used kinetic responses, namely, linear, multiplicative, forward, and 

inverse Michaelis-Menten, to find out which spatial moments play a dominant role in 

explaining spatially averaged respiration rate. Afterward, the dynamics of these spatial 

moments are calculated from numerical simulation to explain the variation between 
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homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. Figure 5 shows the dependence of these four kinetics 

responses on substrate and microbial C concentrations. 

 

 

Figure 4. A graphical representation of the errors made when incorrectly averaging a nonlinear 

function. Decomposition rate (D) is assumed to follow a saturating Michaelis-Menten (blue line) or a 

linear (red line) kinetic function of substrate C stock or concentration (𝑥). For the linear function, the 

average response (𝐷(𝑥)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) is the same as 𝐷 calculated using average value of 𝑥, i.e., 𝐷(𝑥)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =  𝐷(�̅�). 

However, for the saturating function,  𝐷(𝑥)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ <  𝐷(�̅�). Scale transition theory allows calculating the 

correct average D as a function of �̅� and the spatial moments (variance, covariance, and higher order 

moments).  

To test the effects of microscale heterogeneities in decomposition kinetics, I simulated 

SOM dynamics in a 2D domain populated with heterogeneous distributions of substrate and 

microbial C concentrations. Furthermore, I tested if different spatial arrangements of substrate 

and microorganisms would also have an effect on decomposition. To do this, I used three 

spatially correlated maps that represent spatial co-location, isolation, and random distributions 

referred to as positive, negative, and uncorrelated, respectively (an example is shown in Figure 

10). These maps were used as initial conditions of substrate and microbial C pools in a spatially 

explicit model representing soil C cycling at the microscale. This model was then used to 

numerically simulate the evolution of substrate and microbial C in each cell of the domain. As 

a control scenario, I simulated SOM dynamics in a homogeneous system where the substrate 

and microorganisms were uniformly distributed throughout the domain. All scenarios had the 

same amount of total initial substrate and microbial C. 

To obtain the macroscale dynamics, I calculated the average substrate and microbial C and 

respiration rates by taking the spatial means from all grid points at every time step. Moreover, 

the specific growth rate was also calculated to obtain the kinetics at macroscale by dividing the 

spatially averaged growth rate with the spatially averaged microbial C at every time step. This 

procedure was repeated for all four decomposition kinetics (Figure 5) and three spatial 

distributions of substrate and microorganisms. This is referred to as the numerical averaging 

scheme in Paper III (for more details, see section 2 in Paper III). 
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Figure 5. Example of four functional responses of decomposition rate to changes in substrate (𝐶𝑆) and 

microbial biomass (𝐶𝐵) concentrations used in soil C cycling models.  

 

2.3. Data 

2.3.1. Heat and respiration rates for calibration and validation analysis 

(Paper II) 

The heat dissipation and respiration rates were derived from a published data set (Harris et al., 

2012). Soil samples (36.5% clay, 41% silt, and 22.5% sand) in this work were taken from the 

Ultuna Long-Term Soil Organic Matter experiment (Uppsala, Sweden; 60°N, 17°E; Herrmann 

and Witter, 2008). Soils in this experiment have been treated with different nitrogen fertilizers 

or organic amendments, and all treatments are replicated in four blocks (Herrmann and Witter, 

2008). Five soil treatments were selected: (i) Ca(NO3)2, (ii) (NH4)2SO4, (iii) Straw+N, (iv) 

farmyard manure, and (v) sewage sludge. Briefly, duplicate samples (either 5 or 20 g) were 

amended with either DI-water or with 4.17 μmol glucose-C per gram of soil. The 5 g soil 

samples were inserted into a TAM Air isothermal calorimeter, and the rate of heat dissipation 

was measured continuously over a 48 hour incubation period at 25 ℃. In a parallel set of 

samples (20 g soil samples), CO2 production rate was measured using a portable infrared gas 

analyzer (EGM-4, Environmental Gas Monitor, PP systems, U.K.) at different time intervals 

over a 48 hour incubation period at 25 ℃.  For more details on the materials and experimental 

design, see section 2.1 of Paper II. 
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2.3.2. Calorimetric incubations in 3D printed medium (Paper IV) 

To test the effects of substrate spatial heterogeneity on microbial activities, we used a custom 

cylinder (diameter 1.5 cm, height 2.4 cm) using a 3D printer that consists of four compartments 

of equal volume (Fig. 1). We used soil samples of sandy loam texture taken from the Pilmore 

soil cultivation experiment. Before the start of the incubation experiment, samples were pre-

incubated for ten days at the same moisture content at approx. 20oC. Afterward, 3 g of soil (dry 

weight equivalent) were equally distributed in all compartments; hence, 0.75 g soil per 

compartment. In order to create a gradient of substrate spatial heterogeneity, 1.5 mg glucose C 

was added in varying proportions to each compartment. A total amount of 1.5 mg glucose C 

was added either to a single compartment (referred to as 100%), 0.75 mg glucose C to two 

compartments (referred to as 50%), and 0.375 mg glucose C to all four compartments (referred 

to as 25%). A control treatment with only MQ water addition was also included. All substrate 

additions maintained the soil moisture at 65% water holding capacity. 

The prepared soil samples were incubated in an isothermal calorimeter that measured heat 

dissipation rates in µJ g-1 soil s-1 for 51 hours at 18 °C at the interval of 5 mins. It should be 

noted that the observed heat is the averaged heat dissipation rate from all four compartments 

and not the heat dissipation rate from the compartments which received glucose. Therefore, this 

experimental design would allow us to test the effect of substrate distribution, although all 

treatments received the same amount of substrate.  

To evaluate the effect of homogenization process such as diffusion of spatially 

heterogeneous substrates on microbial activities, the experiment was repeated in another set of 

cylinders with a cross-shaped mesh to divide the system into different compartments that allow 

substrate diffusion between compartments (Fig. 1, right panel). The experimental setup is 

explained in Figure 6. For more details on the materials and experimental design, see section 

2.2 of Paper IV. 

 

 

Figure 6. Experimental design to test the effect of spatial heterogeneity in the distribution of glucose  
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3. Results and discussion 

This section summarizes main results from Paper I-IV. First, the results from Papers I are 

discussed that explore the links between mass and energy balances with the main focus on 

explaining variations in calorespirometric ratio and how it can be used to estimate CUE. 

Second, calibration validation results from Paper II used to test HP1 are presented. Third, in 

Paper III, scale transition theory is used to derive macroscale kinetics and explore the effects 

of the non-uniform spatial distribution of OM on its decomposition. Lastly, results from 

calorimetry incubation experiments are presented from Paper III. Together, results from Paper 

III and IV are used to test the hypothesis HP2.  

3.1. Energetic constraints in soil C cycling (objective 1)  

3.1.1. Calorespirometry (Paper I) 

By explicitly accounting for the partition of energy between catabolism and anabolism, I 

derived upper limits on CUE, which can be achieved only when catabolism and anabolism are 

perfectly coupled. Results from Paper I showed that under aerobic conditions, maximum CUE 

depends only on the DR of the substrate. Furthermore, I use the framework to explore the 

potential of CR to identify microbial metabolic pathways and estimate microbial traits.  

CR is the ratio of heat dissipation to CO2 rates; therefore, any changes in the two quantities 

would affect CR. Under growing conditions, the change in enthalpy released from catabolizing 

a substrate is partially allocated to biomass via anabolism, resulting in a decreased amount of 

heat released. Similarly, the amount of CO2 is also reduced because some substrate C has been 

invested into building macromolecules. However, these changes are not proportional, so that 

CR varies with the efficiency of the growth process, i.e., CUE, as well as the DR of the substrate 

(Figure 7). For substrates with DR less than biomass (such as glucose denoted by the black line 

in Figure 7), CR increases when CUE decreases; and for substrates with DR less than biomass 

(such as ethanol denoted by the blue line in Figure 7), CR increases when CUE increases. 

Moreover, at the maximum theoretical CUE, CR is zero and infinity for glucose and ethanol, 

respectively. This can be explained by the fact that at maximum CUE, the heat produced is zero 

for both substrates, but CO2
 is produced only from glucose uptake (CR=0), but not from ethanol 

uptake (so that CR tends to infinity).  

The solid curves in Figure 7 represent the entire range of variation of CR and CUE for the 

aerobic metabolism of glucose and ethanol. Therefore, if other metabolisms affect substrate 

uptake, CR or CUE values would deviate from the solid curves. For example, in the case of 

glucose or glycogen (both having the same DR), when no products are formed, observed CR 

and CUE remain on the curve. However, when acetate is produced, CR and CUE values deviate 

from the curve. The horizontal shaded area represents the range of variation of aerobic growth 

yield (0.4-0.8). The corresponding vertical shaded areas (gray) values of CR for glucose 364-

440 kJ C mol-1 CO2 are often used in experiments as an indication of aerobic conditions. This 

range of variation of CR for glucose metabolism provides more tight constraints on CR than 

previous studies (Hansen et al., 2004), which could help reduce parameter uncertainties.  
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Under no growth conditions (lag phase), CUE=0 by definition because no biomass is 

produced while some substrate is consumed. When glucose is used only for maintenance 

purposes, the amount of heat produced is the same as its enthalpy of combustion (i.e., 469 kJ C 

mol-1 glucose), because it is only catabolized without entering anabolic pathways. Since the 

combustion of 1 C mol of glucose produces 1 C mol of CO2, under no growth conditions, CR 

is 469 kJ C mol-1 CO2 (lower end of the black curve, at CUE=0). If substrates other than glucose 

are used, the CR value under no growth would be different and depend upon the enthalpy of 

combustion of the respective substrate, as shown by star symbols on the x-axis in Figure 7. This 

analysis shows CR can be useful in quantifying microbial metabolism in the absence of growth 

because the variability in CR values from short-term incubations with minimal growth can be 

used to diagnose which substrate is being decomposed (Herrmann and Bölscher, 2015).   

 

 

Figure 7. Carbon-use efficiency (CUE) as a function of calorespirometric ratio (CR) for different 

substrates (see legend) in aerobic conditions. Solid symbols represent the aerobic growth yields 

estimated from culture studies for which the corresponding CR is calculated using Eq. (32) in Paper I. 

Solid diamonds represent aerobic growth on lactic acid, and solid squares refer to aerobic growth on 

glucose, but with acetate as an additional product of catabolism. Open symbols represent observed 

values of CR and growth yields estimated in four soils amended with different compounds (Bölscher et 

al., 2016). The shaded areas represent the range of variation of CUE (orange) and CR for glucose (gray) 

and ethanol (blue) under aerobic conditions. Modified from Figure 9 in Paper I. 

The proposed framework links CUE to measurable quantities such as CR, which could 

provide valuable information on this microbial trait (Geyer et al., 2019). However, in soils, 

explaining the variation of CR with CUE is challenging because of hidden metabolic pathways 

and consumption of native SOM affecting observed heat and CO2 production. These multiple 

pathways, as explained above, can shift the relation between CR and CUE, leading to multiple 

possible CUE values for a given observed CR. Indeed, observed data on CR and CUE from 

Bölscher et al. (2016) on soils treated with glucose, glycogen, or alanine scatter around the solid 

black line because all these substrates have the same DR, due to different metabolic pathways 

or contributions from native SOM decomposition (open symbols Figure 7). The open circles 

representing glucose additions remain within the range of aerobic conditions; however, 
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glycogen and alanine show a larger scatter. This spread can be caused by the priming of native 

SOM, which may result in a differential amount of heat or CO2 production not accounted for in 

the model used to obtain the solid black line. By including an additional source of heat and CO2 

from the priming of SOM and depending on the energy content of SOM, I could explain the 

scatter in CR data; however, I do not have data on the rate of SOM uptake and consumption by 

soil microbes to confirm this result.  

One of the main limitations of using observed CR to study microbial metabolisms is that 

the deviation from theoretical values only indicates that some other pathways may be affecting 

substrate uptake. For glucose metabolism, these deviations are partially explained when other 

metabolisms such as fermentation to lactic acid and ethanol or priming of SOM were included 

in the model. However, when multiple metabolic pathways are present, the range of variation 

of CR overlaps with the range of variation of CR when only one metabolism is considered, 

making it difficult to analyze which metabolism is active. In such cases, proxies for the presence 

of other metabolism are more valuable. For example, Boye et al. (2018) reported that concurrent 

measurement of heat and CO2 from soil samples amended with glucose from paddy fields are 

used to measure CR under aerobic conditions. The observed CR values still show significant 

deviations from 469 kJ/ mol CO2, assuming no microbial growth during the experiment period, 

indicating the presence of anaerobic metabolisms that could be caused by the presence of 

microbial communities utilizing iron or sulfate as electron acceptors. This was indeed verified 

by Boye et al. (2018) from the measured concentration of dissolved iron and sulfate. 

3.1.2. Estimation of microbial traits from calibration-validation analysis 

(Paper II) 

In Paper II, I show how the observed heat and respiration rates can be assimilated into models 

to quantify microbial traits. I proposed a simplified physiological model of microbial growth 

on glucose that simulated heat dissipation and respiration rates for the entire experimental time 

period of approximately 48 h. Using observed data on heat dissipation and respiration rates, I 

calibrated and validated this model based on the three approaches described in Table 1. The 

fitting results are shown in Figure 8. All three approaches were able to capture the overall shape 

of the observations; however, approaches A and C performed better compared to approach B 

based on performance metrics rmse and r2. This result suggests that heat dissipation rates alone 

can be used to constrain microbial growth models, therefore providing support for hypothesis 

HP1. 

A closer look at the model performance highlighted that the simplified physiological model 

was not able to capture the initial heat dissipation rates, which led to the development of a 

second model, referred to as the ‘growth phase model’, designed to capture the microbial 

activity during the lag and exponential growth phases. The growth phase model was able to fit 

both initial heat and respiration rates and performed better than the simplified physiological 

model. Moreover, the estimated maximum substrate rate from the growth phase model was of 

similar order when compared to the estimated values from the simplified physiological model 

(Figure 4A, in Paper II). However, estimated CUE values from these two models deferred 

significantly (Figure 4D, in Paper II).  This suggests that even though structurally different 

models can be used to explain observed heat and CO2 fluxes, but their parameters may 

conceptually be different; thus, model choice and comparison entail careful inspection. More 

details on the growth phase model are discussed in Paper II. Furthermore, the estimates of CUE 

for glucose metabolism are similar to values reported in the literature for comparable 
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experimental conditions (see Table S7 in the supplementary of Paper II). This overall 

consistency with independent data lends further support to my first hypothesis. 

Although the fitting results of the three calibration-validation approaches may appear 

similar, the uncertainties in estimated traits were not the same. In Figure 9, the best estimate of 

CUE from approach C to approaches A and B are compared. CUE estimates from approach A 

resulted in low uncertainty and close to approach C, whereas CUE estimates from approach B 

are highly uncertain, but of a similar order of magnitude as in approach C. These results suggest 

that heat dissipation measurements can complement and provide better estimates for 

quantifying traits compared to respiration measurements. The advantages of using heat 

dissipation measurements are the high-frequency data generation and automatic monitoring that 

allows robust calibration of models (Blagodatsky et al., 1998; Rousk et al., 2014).  

 

 

Figure 8. Calibration and validation of the simplified physiological model using the approaches 

described in Table 1: approach A (panels a and d), B (panels b and e), and only calibration using 

approach C (panels c and f). Measured heat dissipation rates and respiration rates are from a published 

dataset (Harris et al., 2012). Modeled and observed heat (and respiration) rates are shown as solid lines 

and open circles, respectively. The root mean square errors (rmse) and coefficients of determination (r2) 

are shown for each model fit. Modified from Figure 3 in Paper II. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of carbon-use efficiency (CUE) values estimated from the simplified physiological 

model using three estimation approaches (Table 1) and for all five soil treatments. Parameter values 

from approach A are plotted on the x-axis, whereas values from approaches B and C are plotted on the 

y-axis. The horizontal and vertical bars are the 95% confidence intervals for the estimated parameters; 

the 1:1 line is indicated by solid black lines. Modified from Figure 4 of Paper II. 

3.2. Spatial heterogeneity constraints in soil C cycling  

3.2.1. Analytical and numerical upscaling (Paper III, objective 2) 

In Paper III, using STT, I analytically derived macroscale kinetics from four different types of 

linear or nonlinear microscale kinetics. The analytical results using STT showed that when 

microscale kinetics is a linear function of substrate concentration, macroscale kinetics is not 

affected by the spatial heterogeneities in substrate distribution. This is also clear from the series 

expansion of the function D around the MFA, because all second or higher order terms are 

analytically zero (second order or higher partial derivatives of D with respect to substrate 

concentration are equal to zero, Eq. (1)). This implies that if linear kinetics can describe SOM 

decomposition at macroscale that exhibits heterogeneity at the microscale, then the microscale 

kinetics must be linear as well. An alternative explanation could be that the averaging of 

underlying nonlinear equations leads to linearity at the macroscale. However, this is not the 

case with nonlinear microscale kinetics. When the microscale kinetics are nonlinear, the second 

or higher order partial derivates are nonzero, and the macroscale kinetics is obtained as the sum 

of MFA and second or higher order spatial moments of substrate or microbial C (Eq. (1)). These 

higher order terms are highly nonlinear and control the deviations from the MFA. Depending 

upon the underlying microscale kinetics, different spatial moments of substrate and microbial 

C may affect macroscale kinetics; e.g., for MM kinetics, the variance of substrate C and 

covariance of substrate and microbial C are important. Specifically, with saturating functions 

of substrate concentration, such as in MM kinetics, the second order moment has a negative 
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sign (Eq. (1)), implying that heterogeneity decreases the macroscale reaction rate. A complete 

analysis for all four microscale kinetics is provided in Paper III, methods section.  

 

 

Figure 10. Variation of mean respiration rate through time (top) and specific growth rate (SGR) as a 

function of substrate concentration (bottom) when the spatial distribution of substrate and 

microorganisms are positively, negatively, and uncorrelated. The left, middle and right panels refer to 

multiplicative, Michaelis-Menten, and inverse Michaelis-Menten microscale kinetics, respectively. In 

the bottom panels, time progresses from right to left as 𝐶�̅� is depleted. Colored surface plots represent 

the initial spatial distribution of substrate and microorganisms in three heterogeneous conditions. 

Modified from Figures 5–8 in Paper III. 

In Paper III, these analytical results are further explained using simulated dynamics of 

second order spatial moments variances and covariances between substrate and microbial C. In 

Figure 10, averaged respiration rate (�̅�) and averaged specific growth rate (SGR) are shown on 

top and bottom panels, respectively. The panels from left to right show the results when the 

microscale kinetics are multiplicative (M), Michaelis-Menten (MM), and inverse Michaelis-

Menten (IMM), respectively. Different line styles show the homogeneous (solid), positive 

(dashed), negative (dotted-dashed), and uncorrelated (dotted) spatial distribution of substrate 

and microbial C. For multiplicative kinetics, when substrate and microbial C are positively 

correlated, both �̅� and SGR are higher initially in the growth phase and lower in the decay 

phase when compared to the homogeneous case. The effect of heterogeneities in the growth 

phase is not as strong with MM kinetics because decomposition rates are not sensitive to C 

availability at locations with high substrate C concentrations. For negatively correlated 

substrate and microbial C, all three kinetics show lower �̅� and SGR when compared to the 

homogeneous case. In the uncorrelated case, the spatial co-location of high concentrations of 
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substrate with microbial C has resulted in higher �̅� with multiplicative and IMM kinetics when 

compared to the cases of positive correlation, or when substrates and microbes are 

homogeneously distributed; however, this effect is not strong with MM kinetics. This is again 

explained by the fact that respiration rates with multiplicative kinetics are directly proportional 

to substrate C as compared to the saturating function in MM. In IMM kinetics, the initial 

microbial C is lower than the half-saturation constant (𝐾𝐼𝑀𝑀) for IMM kinetics, making the 

IMM decomposition rates numerically similar to those obtained using the multiplicative 

decomposition model.  

Taken together, the results from Paper III provide both analytical and numerical support to 

HP2 that the spatial heterogeneity of substrate and microbial C affects decomposition kinetics. 

Specifically, STT suggests that the spatial heterogeneity would decrease the averaged microbial 

activity when the decomposition kinetics is a saturating (concave downward) function of 

substrate concentration. In turn, this points to a potential erroneous use of MM or Monod 

functions (both developed for well-mixed systems) in models describing C cycling in 

heterogeneous soil systems. 

The consequence of spatial heterogeneity affecting macroscale kinetics is significant, 

especially when selecting a model to relate the decomposition rate to carbon stocks or 

concentrations. For example, some authors have used linear kinetics to describe the data from 

experiments linking soil architecture to OM decomposition (Bouckaert et al., 2013; Juarez et 

al., 2013). Analytical results from STT suggest that if a linear model can capture the kinetics in 

a heterogeneous system, then either the underlying microscale kinetics is indeed linear, or the 

upscaled kinetics is linear. Moreover, most laboratory experiments attempting to study the 

effects of heterogeneities on decomposition, manipulate soil architecture either applying 

suction or repacking soils (Killham et al., 1993; Stenger et al., 2002; Ruamps et al., 2011; Juarez 

et al., 2013; Herbst et al., 2016). Isolating effects of the spatial distribution of substrates or 

microorganisms from such experiments are difficult because they might introduce other types 

of heterogeneities such as changes in diffusion patterns and moisture distribution that cannot 

be isolated from affecting OM mineralization. Therefore, making a direct comparison of my 

model predictions with literature is difficult.  

 Some authors have used spatially explicit continuum or individual based pore-scale models 

to study the effects of microscale heterogeneities. Falconer et al. (2015) showed that a higher 

degree of spatial heterogeneity in substrate distribution resulted in a reduced amount of CO2 

produced using a nonlinear fungal growth model. More recently, Pagel et al. (2020) 

demonstrated that strong aggregation of microbial communities lowers the availability of 

substrate and reduces decomposition. Simulations from individual based models (e.g., MIOR, 

IndiMeSH) also show that reducing the contact between decomposers and substrate decreases 

its decomposition potential (Borer et al., 2019; Masse et al., 2007; Portell et al., 2018). These 

studies corroborate findings from numerical averaging that spatial heterogeneities reduce 

substrate decomposition.  

Other authors studied the effects of spatial heterogeneity on decomposition by placing the 

substrate and microbes not in close proximity. These studies are discussed in the next section, 

where also empirical results from Paper IV are presented. 
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3.2.2. Empirical evidence that spatial heterogeneity affects microbial 

activity (Paper IV, objective 3) 

In Paper IV, before studying the effects of substrate spatial heterogeneity, we studied the 

response of the microbial community to glucose concentration to assess the kinetics in a 

homogeneous well-mixed medium. For this purpose, varying amounts of glucose (0.125, 0.25, 

0.5, 1.25, 2.5, 5.0, and 10.0 mg glucose / g soil) were added to a fixed amount of soil, and 

microbial activity was monitored as heat dissipation rate from an isothermal calorimeter. These 

preliminary results showed that total heat released varied as a saturation function of glucose 

concentration, suggesting nonlinear kinetics at the microscale. This observation allowed us to 

use STT to make the qualitative predictions that heterogeneity would decrease the macroscale 

heat dissipation rates and that this effect would be stronger the higher the level of heterogeneity. 

 

 

Figure 11. Soil heat dissipation rate in the control treatment and in treatments with the most 

homogeneous (25-25-25-25%), intermediate heterogeneous (50-50-0-0% and 50-0-50-0%), and the 

most heterogeneous substrate (100-0-0-0%) in the cylinder with no diffusion (a) and with diffusion (b). 

Bars on the symbols are standard error at 5 min intervals (n = 3). From Figure 2 in Paper IV.  

Figure 11 shows the effect of substrate spatial heterogeneity based on the experimental 

design described in section 2.3.2. When diffusion was not allowed among the compartments in 

the vials, all heterogeneous cases showed a lower heat dissipation rate during the growth phase 

than the homogeneous case (Figure 11a). The heat dissipation rate was lowest in the most 

heterogeneous case where all glucose was added to a single compartment (100-0-0-0 %), 

compared to the less heterogeneous cases (50-50-0-0% and 50-0-50-0%). When glucose 

became limiting in the decay phase of microbial activity, the homogeneous case showed lower 

heat compared to heterogeneous cases. Qualitatively, these results can be explained by the 

accessibility of substrate to the decomposer community. Our results from incubations at 

different glucose levels showed that the microbes were in substrate saturated condition in the 
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compartments receiving all the glucose (100-0-0-0%), so the substrate uptake was already at a 

maximum rate; i.e., glucose concentration was not the limiting factor during the growth phase. 

As glucose was distributed into other compartments (50-50-0-0, 50-0-50-0, and 25-25-25-

25%), it became more accessible to microbes that increased their activity; thus, the heat 

dissipation rate increased. A more mechanistic explanation can be provided using predictions 

from Paper III, suggesting that when decomposition kinetics at the microscale is a saturating 

function of substrate concentration, higher spatial variation results in a higher decrease in 

microbial activity. In the most heterogeneous case (100-0-0-0%), only one compartment 

received glucose, and only one-fourth of the decomposers had access to glucose compared to 

other heterogeneous cases (50-50-0-0% and 50-0-50-0%); therefore, the most heterogeneous 

case had the highest degree of spatial variation between decomposers and substrate, which 

implies higher magnitude of spatial moments. Experiments from Paper IV indeed demonstrate 

that 100-0-0-0% had the lowest heat dissipation rate compared to other heterogeneous and 

homogeneous cases.  

After the growth phase, the peaks of heat dissipation rates are delayed in heterogeneous 

cases because of reduced microbial activity in the growth phase. As the peak is reached, glucose 

becomes limiting in all compartments of the homogeneous case, thus rapidly reducing the heat 

dissipation rates (Figure 11a). However, in the heterogeneous case, microbial activity after the 

peak shows two different phases of decline—first, a fast decline phase (peak to ~38 h) and then 

a slow one (~38–51 h). Both phases have a higher heat dissipation rate than the homogeneous 

case for the corresponding time period.  First, there is not a clear explanation of why the two 

distinct responses occur. Second, a similar behavior of heat dissipation rates is also found when 

comparing the most heterogeneous case (100-0-0-0%) with the homogeneous case in the 

preliminary experiments when the same concentration of glucose (2 mg glucose C g-1 soil) was 

applied to the entire vials (i.e., black line in Figure S1 from supplementary information in Paper 

IV). It might be that the heat dissipation rates after the peak are controlled by variables other 

than glucose concentration, implying that kinetics is different from MM (or other similar 

saturating functions). Having said that, the overall reduction in the 100-0-0-0% heterogeneous 

case is still in the order of one-fourth of the heat dissipated from 2 mg glucose C g-1 soil in the 

preliminary experiment, indicating a substantial inhibition of microbial activity due to the 

disconnect between decomposer cells and substrate.  

When the diffusion of glucose was allowed, the spatial gradient of glucose across 

compartments was decreased; therefore, all heterogeneous cases show similar heat dissipation 

rates as in the homogeneous case during the growth phase (Figure 11b); however, some 

differences remain when glucose becomes limiting. Diffusion improves the accessibility of 

glucose to microbes from all compartments, thereby decreasing the spatial variation of glucose 

in heterogeneous cases implying lower spatial moments. Therefore, a smaller decrease in the 

heat dissipation rates is expected compared to the homogeneous case (Eq. (1)). The time taken 

for glucose to diffuse to other compartments may not be the same in different heterogeneous 

systems, explaining the delay and variations observed in the heat dissipation rates. 

Reduction in microbial activity caused by spatial separation in substrate and decomposer 

community is also observed by other authors. Pinheiro et al. (2015) manipulated the location 

of a biodegradable pesticide and its degrader at mm scale in soil core scale experiments. Their 

results showed that when degraders were isolated from pesticides, inaccessibility strongly 

reduced the degradation potential. In a follow-up modeling study, Babey et al. (2017) showed 

that when degraders are heterogeneously distributed, diffusion of pesticide may not always 

increase its accessibility to degraders and some pesticides may remain not degraded because of 
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being trapper abiotically isolated from degraders. These results are broadly in agreement with 

theoretical findings in Paper III and empirical results in Paper IV. 

In summary, results from Paper III and IV show the significance of spatial heterogeneities 

in the decomposition of SOM. Specifically, results from Paper III provide an analytical 

framework to account for and explain the effects of microscale heterogeneities, and results from 

Paper IV provide empirical support that heterogeneities affect microbial processes. Moreover, 

these results provide both analytical and empirical support that spatial disconnect between 

substrate and microorganism can reduce microbial activity, which may result in persistent SOM 

(Lehmann et al., 2020).  
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4. Conclusions 

Conclusions from the thesis are summarized in the two main focus areas of this thesis. 

 

Energetics of microbial decomposition and quantifying microbial traits (Paper I and II; 

objective 1) 

 

1. In Paper I, I proposed a generalized theoretical framework based on the mass and energy 

balance of microbial metabolism, which can be used to constrain decomposition processes. 

Moreover, I showed how the combined information from mass and energy fluxes by taking 

the ratio of heat to respiration rates — calorespirometric ratio (CR) — can be used in 

identifying microbial metabolism and traits such as CUE. The deviation in observed CR 

can be used to identify the presence of different metabolism. Furthermore, I derived a 

general relationship between CR and CUE which was used to estimate CUE.  

2. In Paper II, I showed how dynamic models and observed time series of heat dissipation of 

respiration rates could be leveraged to constrain soil C cycling models. By fitting the 

observed heat dissipation of respiration rates, I estimated several microbial traits, including 

CUE. Heat dissipation alone can be used to constrain the soil C cycling model and to 

estimate microbial traits.  

 

Quantifying the effects of spatial heterogeneity in soil C cycling (Paper III and IV; 

objectives 2 and 3) 

 

1. In Paper III, I derived macroscale kinetics using scale transition theory that accounts for 

the microscale spatial heterogeneities in the distributions of substrate and microorganism 

in soils. Upon upscaling, linear microscale kinetics remains the same; however, the 

nonlinear microscale kinetics are affected, and the correction terms that allow calculating 

C fluxes in heterogeneous systems based on those in homogeneous conditions are 

dependent on the second-order spatial moments. Consistent with the theory, numerical 

averaging results showed that when heterogeneities are present, averaged respiration rates 

are reduced.  

2. In Paper IV, I tested the effects of substrate spatial heterogeneity by experimentally 

manipulating the spatial gradient of glucose concentration in 3D printed vials with four 

compartments. Our results showed that heat dissipation rates were reduced when glucose 

was heterogeneously distributed compared to homogeneous conditions, indicating that 

microbial activities are highly dependent on the accessibility of substrates. The reduction 

in microbial activity demonstrates its significance in SOM persistence.  
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5. Outlook 

The overarching goal of modeling soil C cycling is to improve the prediction of biogeochemical 

fluxes but also to deepen our understanding of the function of microbial systems. In this section, 

I put my results in this broader perspective, focusing on what was missing from my analyses 

and what could be done to fill the remaining knowledge gaps.  

5.1. Linking microscale features to microbial function  

One major challenge in linking the effects of microscale heterogeneities in macroscale 

dynamics is the difference in the dimension of the parameter space of micro and macroscale 

models. In this thesis, I proposed that spatial moments of substrates and microbial C can be 

used to link micro and macroscale models while maintaining a simple (low dimensionality) 

mathematical description. However, parametrizing spatial moments as a function of known 

parameters at the macroscale is an open question. Efforts from ecology using STT in describing 

macroscale population dynamics have suggested parametrizing second order spatial moments 

based on first order moments (Bergström et al., 2006; Keeling et al., 2002; Murrell et al., 2004). 

Finding such relations in soil C cycling is challenging because the time varying spatial 

distributions of substrates and microbial populations are difficult to measure. Moreover, 

generalizing such relations would be even more challenging because of the continuously 

changing soil structure.  

The first step in linking microscale features to macroscale dynamics should be the 

methodological advancement to obtain high spatial and temporal resolution observations of the 

microscale processes. Upscaling microscale processes would only be accurate and effective if 

an observable quantity can be identified at the microscale that regulates macroscale dynamics. 

This is no different from looking for the genotype that regulates the phenotype (Benfey and 

Mitchell-Olds, 2008).  Unfortunately, in soil science, we are still limited by the available 

experimental tools, which have been primarily developed for macro-scale investigations.  

In this thesis, I showed that spatial heterogeneities decrease microbial activities, but how 

to include this effect in the parameterization of large-scale models is an open research question. 

Some authors have proposed innovative metrics that can be readily measured from X-ray 

images of soils and show potential in regulating OM decomposition. Two such examples are i) 

the transition probabilities proposed by Rawlins et al. (2016) that measure the fraction of pore 

space directly in contact with OM, and ii) the accessibility coefficient proposed by Mbé et al. 

(2021) that measures an average geodesic distance between substrates and decomposers. 

Further research investigating the applicability of such metrics may help close the gap between 

microscale dynamic and macroscale observations.  

One aspect of soil C cycling that has been neglected in this thesis for the sake of simplicity, 

is the role of biodiversity of the soil microbial communities. Soil microorganisms exhibit 

enormous diversity, which has been shown to be mainly controlled by the quality and spatial 

distribution of available resources (Ruamps et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2001; Kaiser et al., 2014; 

Vos et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2008). Nunan et al. (2020) outlined how environmental (soil) 

heterogeneity affected microbial functioning and showed evidence on the control of the spatial 
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distribution of food sources on the evolution of life strategies such as noncompetitive diversity 

patterns leading to patchy colonization of mineral surfaces. These studies imply that spatial 

heterogeneity can affect microbial metabolism itself, which means that as spatial structures in 

soils are developing (due to growing roots, aggregate formation, or land management), 

microorganisms can optimize their metabolisms to adapt to the local environmental conditions. 

New upscaling frameworks would also need to account for these dynamic interactions between 

microbial diversity and habitat heterogeneity. Further research in these directions would be of 

most importance in linking micro to macroscale to understand better microbial processes across 

spatial scales.  

5.2. Upscaling or multi-scaling  

As discussed above, upscaling methods suffer from unclosed equations and often introduce new 

quantities that depend upon unknown microscale features. Moreover, upscaling methods are an 

approximate representation of microscale dynamics and are used to yield effective parameters 

that are expected to account for microscale variability. The effective dispersion coefficient is 

one such example of a parameter interpreted at the macroscale, but that was obtained from 

upscaling of microscale transport equations (Dentz et al., 2011; Whitaker, 1999). Different from 

upscaling approaches leading to parameters or equations valid at the macroscale, multiscale 

methods simultaneously solve micro and macroscale equations in a multigrid system (Scheibe 

et al., 2015a; Weinan, 2011; Molins and Knabner, 2019). The output from microscale 

simulation is used to inform macroscale dynamics. By nature, multiscale models are 

computationally more demanding, and often micro and macroscale models are not the same. 

For example, Scheibe et al. (2015a) used a pore-scale model to update the reaction rates of two 

solutes in their mixing zone, which informed a Darcy scale model that simulated the overall 

transport. Other examples of multiscale modeling are found in applications to hyporheic zones 

(Jan et al., 2021), groundwater (Scheibe et al., 2015b; Sheng and Thompson, 2013), and 

subsurface CO2
 sequestration (Bao et al., 2016). Multiscale modeling in soil C cycling with a 

focus on SOM dynamics remains unexplored, making it an exciting future research topic. 

5.3. Emergent soil C cycling processes linked to microbial 
energetics 

The heat produced from microbial metabolisms can be large enough to induce heating of the 

soil environment. This is commonly observed in compost piles and municipal solid waste 

landfills and is referred to as the self-heating phenomenon (Yeşiller et al., 2015; Zambra et al., 

2011; Nelson et al., 2007). In the past few years, a similar phenomenon has been reported in 

permafrost soils (Koven et al., 2011; Hollesen et al., 2015; Khvorostyanov et al., 2008a, b). The 

effects of self-heating in permafrost can have severe consequences on the global C budget and 

climate change because it can accelerate active layer thawing, which can release large amounts 

of CO2 and CH4 in the atmosphere. Given that permafrost models are already very complex, 

most models include a very simplistic representation of self-heating, assuming a fixed amount 

of heat is produced per unit of C decomposed. However, the kinetic rate constants for this 

process are not calibrated for permafrost soils. Using mass and energy balances from Paper I 

and II, an improved representation of microbial heat production can help better understand and 

quantify the sensitivity of the active layer to self-heating. In general, using microbial-explicit 

kinetics in C cycling models for permafrost has much potential for new and exciting research 

prospects, which I would like to explore further in the future. 
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